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Victorian Court of Appeal picks an unconscionable conduct test
winner from Kobelt

In June 2019 the High Court of Australia handed down its decision in Australian
Securities and Investments Commission v Kobelt [2019] HCA 18 – and in doing so finally
killed off the much maligned Moral Obloquy Test that had been used by courts to
determine whether conduct was so bad that it was in fact unconscionable and deserving
of sanctioning by the court.

However, rather than replacing the test with a clear way forward, the High Court left a vacuum that was created by its
failure to reach a strong consensus and prescribe a new and clear standard for determining statutory unconscionable
conduct in the future.

As a quick refresher on the High Court’s split decision, in Kobelt:

Nettle, Gordon and Edelman JJ distinguished statutory unconscionability from equitable unconscionability and held1.
that the two causes of action were aimed at different conduct.
Gageler J held statutory unconscionability was an additional sanction over and above equitable unconscionability2.
and therefore a separate cause of action that ‘does something more’ than equity, before harking back to the seminal
case of ACCC v Lux Distributors Pty Ltd [2013] FCAFC 90 to revive the earlier approach of administering a
community’s normative standards of conduct test.
Kiefel and Bell JJ described the dividing line between undesirable conduct and unconscionable conduct as an3.
‘evaluative judgment’ that weighs up whether the impugned conduct was in fact against conscience. However,
these Justices declined to weigh in on the test for statutory unconscionability and thresholds on account of their
view that ASIC’s pleading was limited to an allegation based on special disadvantage.
Finally, Keane J limited his findings to the test for equitable unconscionability to opine that parliament’s adoption of4.
the equitable term ‘unconscionable’ meant the accepted test was sufficient for statutory unconscionability.

Although Gageler, Nettle, Gordon and Edelman JJ (whose judgments fell on both sides of the decision) generally agreed, it
was Gageler J alone who provided a cogent test when he stated that in addition to having regard to the factors identified in
s 12CC:

“for a court to pronounce conduct as unconscionable under s 12CB involves a heavy onus in reaching the
conclusion that the conduct is ‘offensive to a conscience informed by a sense of what is right and proper
according to values which can be recognised by the court to prevail within contemporary Australian
society’.”

Regrettably, the court’s failure to deliver a strong consensus in Kobelt left the door open for tests old and new to again be
applied in Australia.

A winner steps forward
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However, on 5 August 2020, the full bench of the Victorian Court of Appeal stormed through the open door left by Kobelt
and slammed it shut behind them.

By its decision in Jams 2 Pty Ltd v Stubbings [2020] VSCA 200, Beach, Kyrou and Hargrave JJA considered allegations of
both equitable and statutory unconscionability in the context of a fully secured private loan to an ‘equity rich’ borrower
that had no income and no prospect of servicing the loan in the future to adopt Gageler J’s judgment and set the highest
ranking consensus to date on how courts should now assess a wrongdoer’s actions and determine whether the conduct was
unconscionable pursuant to statute.

With respect to statutory unconscionability, the full bench of the Court of Appeal jettisoned other intermediate appellate
authorities such as “high level of moral obloquy, moral obligation or moral tainting”, to state:

“The applicable standard is a normative one involving the evaluation of whether the conduct in question is
‘so far outside societal norms of acceptable commercial behaviour as to warrant condemnation as conduct
that is offensive to conscience’; in the sense that a court should only take the serious step of denouncing
conduct as unconscionable when it is satisfied that the conduct is ‘offensive to a conscience informed by a
sense of what is right and proper according to values which can be recognised by the court to prevail within
contemporary Australian society’.  The evaluation exercise is informed by the non-exhaustive list of factors
in s 12CC.”

Key takeaway

There remains a necessity to make an evaluative judgment as to the morality of the conduct when considering a sanction
for unconscionable conduct.  The test developed in Lux and the question of whether a wrongdoer’s conduct was so far
outside of societal norms as to warrant condemnation for being offensive to conscience is still very much the measure to
adopt.
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